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A method is proposed for the damping of synchrotron and betatron oscillations of heavy par- 
ticles, which makes use of the sharp increase in the cross section for the interaction of these 
particles with electrons at small relative velocity. It is shown that it is possible by this me- 
thod to compress strongly the proton and antiproton bunches in storage rings, and also to 
achieve multiple storage of these particles. 

As it is known, radiation in a magnetic field (synchrotron radiation) leads to a damping of the 
betatron and synchrotron oscillations of particles in accelerators. This phenomenon laid the basis for 
the creation of devices with opposing electron and positron beams inasmuch as it makes it possible to 
accumulate particles in a magnetic track and also to compress the bunches strongly. Unfortunately, 
the synchrotron radiation of heavy particles (protons and antiprotons) is vanishingly small up to the 
highest particle energies and magnetic fields applicable in contemporary accelerator technology, and 
therefore it cannot be used in devices with opposing beams of heavy particles. 

Thus all the designs of devices with opposing proton beams were based on collisions of the beams 
with the inherent accelerator density (CERN storage ring design, and the Novosibirsk design of iron- 
free accelerator with opposing proton beams [I]). Opposing proton-antiproton bearr~s were not consid- 
ered practically feasible. 

It should be possible to attempt to damp the particle oscillations in a storage ring by passing the 
beam through a stream of gas. Ionization losses as well as synchrotron radiation lead to a continuous 
decrease in the total energy of the particles, but the system restores only the longitudinal component, 
the result of which is the damping of the transverse velocity components in a time equal to the time of 
the total energy loss. Unfortunately, multiple scattering and dispersion losses increase the transverse 
beam dimensions such that some equilibrium beam dimension is established for which the angular spread 
of the particles is of the order of (mZfi/M�89 where Z is the nuclear charge of the gas jet; m and M are 
the electron and proton masses; and g=(E/Me2). Even for Z =i these angles are too large to be useful 
in present day accelerators, and more so in storage devices. The angle decreases in the extreme rela- 
tivistic case, but for these energies the nuclear interaction is very much larger than theCoulomb inter- 
action, and the damping effect completely disappears. It might be possible to try to circumvent this 
difficulty by using an electron cloud instead of a gas jet. However, without ion compensation it is prac- 
tically impossible to produce an electron density which would somehow influence the motion of the high- 

energy protons. 

Nevertheless, it is possible to achieve the result by a specific method. Let us send a sufficiently 
dense electron beam along the ion beam with the same (or similar) average velocity, in such a case the 
relative proton and electron velocities are determined only by the velocity spread in the proton and elec- 
tron beams, which in contemporary synchrotrons amounts to less than one percent. Since the cross 
section for Coulomb interaction is inversely proportional to the fourth power of the velocity, the effect 
increases by more than 10 8 , which allows damping to be achieved rather quickly. 

Damping by a tracking electron beam is qualitatively different from other damping methods in that 
the heavy particles lose only the velocity spread without losing the average velocity. The damping of 
phase and betatron oscillations takes place without energy losses. Moreover, under specific conditions 

the electron beam may also accelerate the protons. 

Trans la ted  f rom Atomnaya I~nergiya, Vol. 22, No.5,  pp. 346-348, May, 1967. Original a r t ic le  
submit ted  December  2, 1966. 
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The picture becomes par t icu la r ly  c lea r  if we t r ans fo rm to the coordinate sys tem in which the 
average  part icle velocity is zero .  There a re  two gases in this system: the e lec t ron gas and the proton 
(antiproton) gas. Since their  veloci ty  spread is of the same order ,  their~temperature n is in this sys tem 
proport ional  to the i r  masses .  Due to the Coulomb coll isions the proton gas is cooled by the e lectrons.  
To keep the t empera tu re  of the electron gas f rom rising,  it is n e c e s s a r y  to replace it by a cool one, 
i.e., in place of the broadened electron beam a new one has to be injected with a smal l  veloci ty spread.  
The cooling of the e lectron gas (pinching of the electron beam) may be real ized at sufficiently high 
energies  at the expense of synchro t ron  radiation. 

To evaluate the damping constant we consider  the case when the spread in the radial,  ver t ical ,  
and longitudinal velocities in the moving sys tem is of the same order .  Since in the Lorentz  t rans for -  
mation the longitudinal momentum is contracted,  the average part icle  energy in the moving coordinate 
sys tem is 

P ~  _ p202 
T = ~Tff-- ~ , 

where p is the momentum of the par t ic le  in the labora tory  system: and 0 is the angular  spread (for 
y0 << 1 the gas is nonrelat ivist ic in the moving system).  

The energy t r ans fe r  t ime for Coulomb interaction was obtained by G.I .  Budker and S.T.  Belyaev 
[2]. The portion of the curve to the right of the peak in the f igure cor responds  to the case when the 
average proton veloci ty v~ is l a rge r  than the electron velocity v~ (in the moving system).  

In this case the damping t ime is 

"c' ~ 5.:10 -2 M (7~Op) 3 . 
,,~ L,~:v '~  ' ( i )  

,~ 5. I0 -~ M ~ (lt%).~ 
m Lr~Ncr I , (2) 

V2_l 1_; where T' and ~- a re  the damping times in the moving and labora tory  f rames ,  respectively;  f12 =~_~_ _ ~2 

L is the Coulomb logarithm; r 0 =(e~/mc2); N' and N are  the electron beam densities in the moving and 
labora tory  f rames,  respectively;  e is the speed of light; and ~7 is the fract ion of the proton orbit  occupied 
by the electron beam. The factor  T 2 in Eq. (2) is a consequence of the Lorentz  t ransformat ion  of time 
and density. The portion of the curve to the left of the peak corresponds  to the case when Vp' < v e' , but 
Tp > T e. In this case we obtain the well-known formula in plasma theory  for the tempera ture  equaliza- 

tion t ime defined by ~ - Tp -Te .  
o s  T 

z' ~5.t0-~Mm. (7~0~)3 , 
- L ~ N ' c ~  ' (3) 

~ 5 .  t 0  -2 i ~,~ (l~0e)~ 
m Lr~Nc~ " (4) 

The energy t r ans fe r  goes to zero  in the case of equal t empera tures  which is of no interest  to us. The 
rate  of energy  t r ans fe r  is a maximum at v~ Nv~. Then 

I d0~ max "~ m Lr~Nc -g/- 7rl-~-- V~/~0 ~ . (5) 

If there exists some process  which broadens the proton beam (e,g,, res idual  gas scattering),  then 
there  a re  two equilibrium tempera tures  (stable beam dimensions): one is T1, stable to the left of the 
peak where the friction charac te r i s t i c  is positive, and the second is T2, unstable to the right of the peak 
where the friction charac te r i s t i c  is negative. All par t ic les  with energies l a rge r  than T 2 leave the beam, 
and all others accumulate in the t empera tu re  range T 1. 

Let us consider  the case when the only cause of beam broadening is sca t ter ing by the residual gas. 
Here 

dO~ 8aZ2r~)LzNoc ( rn ) 2  
dt .~,~a -M- ' 
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Fig. 1. Rate of change of the proton tem-  
pera ture  during interaction with e lectrons.  

where Z is the nuclear  charge of the residual gas; N o is 
the gas density; and L z is the appropria te  logarithm. 
Comparing this express ion with (5), we obtain the rat io 
of the electron gas density to the residual  gas density 
for a given angular spread of the electrons which cor -  
responds to the beginning of the ion beam damping: 

. _~Ncr i t -  ~ a ,  z m LZ @e . 

For N >> Ncrit  the angular spread settles to 

- ~ - -  ~. (7) 

i l l  
We note that (0p) s is not smal le r  than ~ - ~  0 e, c o r r e s -  

ponding to equal tempera tures .  

Let us consider  a prac t ica l  interest ing numerica l  example. We take 0 e = 3 • 10, 3, 7= 2 (proton 
energy 1 BeV), and ~? = 0.1. Then Ncr i t=10 -2 N o. 

With the c ros s - sec t iona l  radius of the electron beam. o f l c m  and N O of the o rder  of 108 (p=10-~torr)  
the cr i t ical  electron cur ren t  is 15 mA. With an injected electron energy of 500 keV (7=2) it is techni- 
cally possible to obtain a closed electron beam with the above pa ramete r s  and with a current  of the order  
of 1 A; also (0p) s =3 • 10 -4. For  a 3-m focal length of the mag~aetic sys tem of the s torage ring the stable 
proton (antiproton) beam radius is r s =1 mm. Finally, the damping t ime (starting f rom an amplitude of 
1 cm) is ~-= 60 sec while the lifetime of the part icles in the beam against losses due to single scat ter ing 
is of the o rder  of 107 sec.  

The damping t ime is sufficiently short  to achieve multiple accumulation of antiprotons and protons. 
The beam density is inc reased  by two orders  of magnitude by the damping. 

In view of the fact that the orbit  is closed the damping process  in s torage r ings  and acce le ra tors  
natural ly  appears more  complex than was described above due to the interconnection between the oscil-  
lations in the damping p rocess  and the part icle  scat ter ing (effects which are  s imilar  to radiation anti- 
damping of radial  oscil lat ions in s trong focusing electron acce le ra tors ,  AdA-effects,  and others).  How- 
ever ,  the considerat ion of all  these questions is beyond the scope of this paper.  
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